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Abstract. The paper gives analysis of feasibility of using linguistic steganographic trigger-
containers as means of linguistic-based text watermarking. The proposed approah is based on the 
previous experimental research in the context of Russian native speaker text juncture perception. It 
was posited that specific minimal text modifications addressed in the paper may be used as means 
of text watermarking with the aim of tracking the leak of information for the purposes of taking le-
gal actions, enforcing non-disclosure agreements, and testing for internal vulnerabilities. There is 
analyzed the viability of altering paragraph juncture points in Russian texts and, through the use of 
the corresponding trigger-containers, usage of this alteration as a means of linguistic watermarking. 
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Introduction 
There are two main approaches to protecting sensitive information: cryptography and steganogra-

phy. The basis of cryptography is altering a message in such a way as to encrypt it using various ciphers. 
In this way the message is altered and protected, but the fact is that an attempt to conceal or protect infor-
mation is evident. Decrypting these ciphers means restoring the encrypted message into its initial state [1].  

On the opposite end there exists steganography: the practice of concealing the fact of transfer-
ring confidential information itself. While steganography may on some level use cryptographic ciphers, 
the core of steganographic information protection is the subterfuge-based approach aimed at hiding the 
hidden message within plain text in such a manner that the altered text becomes virtually indistinguish-
able from the original unaltered text [2]. 

While the practice of steganography has existed throughout human history, there is little research 
that determines the efficacy of different methods thereof. In our work we set out to create a strong, data-
driven, scientific groundwork based on an experimental approach that involves native speakers. While at 
this stage we analyze Russian written texts, the methodology may be expanded for other languages. 

Our previous research has allowed us to gain and interpret data pertaining to how Russian native 
speakers choose to re-separate into words and paragraphs a sensical text that has been altered by delet-
ing spaces between words, removing capital letters, punctuation symbols, and paragraph breaks. 

Initially this data has been gathered for the purposes of trigger-container based steganographic 
inquiry. Trigger-containers are minimal, distinct text alterations that refer to a previously agreed-upon 
message that is to be received upon discovering the corresponding alteration [3]. 

The results of our perception experiment have indicated that altering the location of paragraph 
junctures (at least for Russian texts) appears to be a suitable variable for these purposes. We are now 
ready to propose a new application for these trigger-containers in text watermarking. 

 
Background  
Our research approach is based on using experimental perceptual methods and statistically ana-

lyzing the resulting data. As mentioned in the introduction, the stimulus was a sensical Russian text 
that has been transformed into a continuous string of letters. The initial text was a test text for the pur-
poses of text companding [4]. The participants (n = 102) were tasked with restoring the text by separat-
ing it into paragraphs, phrases, syntagmas and words. For the purposes of this paper, we shall ignore 

                                                 
1 The research was carried out within the state assignment of Moscow State Linguistic University (theme No. FSFU-2020-0020). 
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the phrase and syntagma juncture data and focus on paragraph and word junctures. Effectively, the re-
sulting data is an approximation and the range of how Russian native speakers view the range of possi-
ble juncture points for words and paragraphs in Russian texts. In other words, the data allows us to 
gleam insight into how far we may manipulate a linguistic variable in the form of word and paragraph 
juncture without raising suspicion. 

The data has been processed and we have calculated the probability of a certain juncture being 
restored (if it corresponded with one in the initial text presentation) or inserted (if it was not present in 
the initial text) by the participants of our experiment. This probability shows, in essence, how Russian 
native speakers perceive a certain juncture to be, which is valuable data for the purpose of discovering 
optimal trigger-containers for specific applications. 

 
Results, Proposed Approach and Discussion 
In Table 1 we present the statistical data for paragraph and word junctures.  

Table 1 

Comparison of paradigm statistical data 

Parameters Paragraphs Words Word Anomalies 
Mean 17,10 94,07 76,51 

Standard Error 4,36 1,45 5,09 
Median 4,90 100,00 97,06 
Mode 3,92 100,00 98,04 

Standard Deviation 22,67 21,28 37,41 
Sample Variance 513,82 452,93 1 399,82 
Kurtosis 1,71 13,23 –0,02 
Skewness 1,65 –3,84 –1,36 
Range 78,43 98,04 97,06 

Minimum 0,98 1,96 1,96 
Maximum 79,41 100,00 99,02 
Sum 461,69 20 131,37 4 131,37 

Count 27,00 214,00 54,00 
Confidence Level (95,0%) 8,97 2,87 10,21 

 
The data for “Word Anomalies” represents all data for word junctures with sub-100% restora-

tion/insertion rate. In other words, if all participants unanimously agreed that a juncture between 
words should exist at a certain point, that juncture would not be counted in the “Word Anomalies” as 
a unanimously agreed-upon juncture does not leave any ambivalence necessary for trigger-containers 
to function (Table 1). 

We highlight sample variance, count and mean parameters as noteworthy. We have discovered  
a trend according to which the rise of sample variance inversely corresponds to the size of an element into 
which the string of characters is separated while restoring a text to its initial form. While the data shows that 
in “Words”, sample variance is lower than in “paragraphs”, the initial assessment is proven to be likely 
when we discard the junctures in the “Words” paradigm universally inserted by our participants (Fig. 1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Word anomalies paradigm juncture insertion rate analysis 
 

The x-axis lists the word juncture by order of appearance in the text. The y-axis shows the insertion 
rate. As is evident, the mean for juncture insertion in the initial “Words” paradigm was higher than 94, 
while the altered “Word Anomalies” selection’s mean drops to 76, presenting us with enough ambivalence 
to consider certain unique cases of separating texts into words as a viable steganographic trigger-container. 
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Paragraph junctures, however, may be even more promising. The initial stimulus text contained 
only 5 paragraphs, yet the count parameter for “Paragraphs” clearly shows, that Russian native speak-
ers determined 27 possible junctures for separating the text into paragraphs (Fig. 2).  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Paragraph paradigm juncture insertion rate analysis 
 

The x-axis lists the paragraph junctures by order of appearance in the text. The y-axis shows the 
insertion rate. As we can see, no paragraph juncture had an insertion rate higher that 80%. Some lower-
scoring cases might be suboptimal for the purposes of steganography, but those in the 20-80% range 
demonstrate by the virtue of their existence the inherent variability of the range of possibility when 
separating Russian texts into paragraphs. Therefore we posit that manipulating paragraph junctures is a 
promising method for steganographic information encryption in the context of trigger-containers, as 
this method can be used by implanting a single alteration into a text. 

To further increase the ambivalence of a juncture, we superimpose one paradigm over the other. For 
this method we only consider the junctures that appear in both paradigms for overlaying purposes. One 
item of not we have to adress immediately is juncture 21, where we can observe an anomaly. More native 
speakers believe that this juncture is that of different paragraph than that of different words. This is possi-
ble in the following way. One cannot start a new paragraph in the middle of a word in Russian. It may be 
different in some other languages, but we are currently unaware of such cases. What is notable here that 
the word with this anomalous juncture in the middle is a complex word consisting of two sensical roots. 
This allows one to realistically separate a word into paragraphs seemingly in the middle of a word (Fig. 3). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Comaprison of paragraph and word junctures 
 

Having discussed the data and the findings, we may finally proceed to how they relate to text wa-
termarking. The goal of watermarking is to insert an alteration into a text or image before sending or pub-
lishing it. For most applications, this is done to protect copyright. In broad terms, the performance of  
a watermarking can be described by four factors, which are imperceptibility, robustness, capacity and 
security (see, e.g. [5]). Imperceptibility is the visual similarity of the watermarked text to the non-
watermarked original. Robustness is how resistant the watermark is to attacks. Capacity is how much data 
the watermark potentially contains. Finally, security relates to watermark resistance to manipulation. 
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One of the approaches in watermarking is linguistic-based, where natural language methods are 
used to embed watermarks into a text. This method is useful for watermarking texts. Usually it is pru-
dent to separate syntactic and semantic-based approaches in linguistic watermarking. The former deal 
with altering the syntax of a text, whereas the latter mean altering semantic elements of a text. Ulti-
mately, both approaches aim to alter the linguistic features of a text without altering its meaning. 

We propose using paragraph juncture alteration as a method of linguistic watermarking. Our data 
shows that the location of paragraph junctures is easily shifted and is connected to a high degree of de-
tection ambivalence. There is no consensus among Russian native speakers on the topic of which loca-
tions within the text must be used when separating a text into distinct paragraphs. Therefore, altering 
this variable satisfies the factor of imperceptibility. 

We believe that the optimal application of our proposed watermarking method would be source 
tracking. This watermarking application is based on embedding different watermarks based on the 
same technique into each distributed copy of a sensitive confidential text. In praxis, this could be useful 
for tracking parties that break the non-disclosure agreements by sharing the original text with third par-
ties or the general public or for the purpose of internal security drills and discovering unreliable assets 
within the company by sending out falsified watermarked pseudo-confidential information and tracking 
any data leaks that follow. The former application is especially useful when the parties in question need 
to be brought into the court of law, as watermark personalization provides a reliable way to establish 
connection between the leaked document and the source of the leak. 

The robustness of the proposed method would depend on how many copies of a sensitive docu-
ment a third party has in their possession. If a third party would manage to gain access to multiple vari-
ations of the same watermarked document, it would become fairly trivial for them to recognize that 
paragraph junctures may be a watermark and promptly destroy them by removing paragraph junctures 
altogether or, in an even more troubling scenario, altering them, with intent or by chance, in such a way 
that draws suspicion to another innocent party. If this method is to function, it is imperative that securi-
ty measures be in place that prevent any chance of any single party ever possessing more than one copy 
of a confidential document with watermarks embedded in this manner. A possible solution would be 
the embedding of a second false watermark that uses a different embedding method that is deliberately 
detectable but technically meaningless, which may misdirect the attacker. 

The capacity is an interesting factor to consider. In our proposed application, the capacity plays 
little role by virtue of our method of using trigger-containers. By their very nature, trigger containers 
may transmit a technically unlimited volume of data due to the fact that the message is predetermined 
and is simply waiting for the trigger-container to appear. This is further bolstered by the fact that in our 
proposed method, the watermark only contains information about the source of the leak and the varia-
tion of the trigger-container watermark may be easily correlated to the source. 

Regarding the final factor, security, it is evident that upon examination of different variations of 
the same watermark based on this method side by side, the attacker would have little trouble altering or 
destroying the watermark. Furthermore, it is possible that the watermark may be destroyed by simply 
changing the formatting of the text [6]. However, this is when we have to consider the data received 
from the native speakers. The range of the possible locations of paragraph junctures in the Russian 
texts is vast and may be readily manipulated without raising suspicion. 

One possible implementation of the proposed trigger-container based paragraph-juncture water-
mark could be represented in the following manner (Table 2). 

Table 2  

Paragraph juncture watermarking example 

Receiving party ID Watermark code 
John Adams 15 : 15 : 15 

Microcosm Ltd. 13 : 16 : 16 
Friends Inc. 16 : 13 : 16 
McJill and McWright 14 : 16 : 15 

Dr. A. Connors 15 : 16 : 14 

 
In Table 2, the “Receiving party ID” contains 5 fictional receiving parties of a hypothetical sen-

sitive document. Let us imagine that the confidential document contains 45 sentences. We employ sen-
tences in this method because paragraph junctures are simultaneously in all cases sentence junctures in 
Russian. The “Watermark code” contains a simplified visualization of how the watermark is individu-
alized for each party. For example, for “John Adams” the text would be separated into three paragraphs 
each consisting of 15 sentences. For “Microcosm Ltd.” the first paragraph would contain 13 sentences 
whereas the second and third would both have 16 sentences, etc. 
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The visualization clearly shows how simple this method would be to implement. It could feasibly 
be automated for larger-scale use, but such an algorithm would need to consider extreme cases. Some sort 
of limits on the variation would possibly need to be imposed upon it if this embedding process is to be 
automated. One solution would be to have a human expert check the results for feasibility. For additional 
security, the expert can be only provided with the watermark code and not the ID of the receiving party. 
The number of possible combinations can be manipulated via altering the initial number of paragraphs. 
However, it should be noted that the entropy of such a way of watermarking would be finite and at a cer-
tain number of recipients may require increasing the text size to accommodate more paragraph junctures.  

 
Conclusion 
Visual analysis perception experiment carried out on Russian native speakers enabled us to deter-

mine that paragraph junctures in Russian written texts can be manipulated by changing their location. This 
in conjunction with using trigger-containers steganographically protects the sense information in written 
texts by inserting a trigger - a minimal alteration - into the text with the meaning of the secret message 
agreed upon beforehand and allows to design a possible method of watermarking for using the paragraph 
junction-based trigger containers in future. The proposed approach is envisaged to be most useful in source 
tracking in scenarios where the source of a leak needs to be determined. The method based on this ap-
proach is to move paragraph junctures in the text and to create a table of corresponding paragraph location 
coordinates in the text and the identificators of a receiving party for every variation of the watermark. 

Our preliminary analysis indicates that this method will have high capacity and imperceptibility. 
As for robustness and security, the main threats when employing this watermarking technique include 
the attacker gaining multiple copies of the watermarked document intended for different receiving par-
ties. If that happens, it is possible to determine that the paragraph juncture is the watermark and to de-
stroy or modify it. To prevent this, it might be possible to insert and additional false watermark with 
higher detection rates to prevent the destruction of the linguistic trigger-container watermark. 

Currently, the method based on the proposed approach presupposes the use in Russian texts that 
are written, printed or electronic. It is unclear if it will prove effective in other languages. To determine 
that, the additional research needs to be carried out for examining how the native speakers of other lan-
guages perceive necessary junctures for paragraphs in their target languages.  
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ПОТЕНЦИАЛЬНЫЕ ВОЗМОЖНОСТИ ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЯ  
ЛИНГВИСТИЧЕСКИХ СТЕГАНОГРАФИЧЕСКИХ ТРИГГЕР-КОНТЕЙНЕРОВ 

ДЛЯ СОЗДАНИЯ ТЕКСТОВЫХ ВОДЯНЫХ ЗНАКОВ 

Р. К. Потапова, А. В. Джунковский 

Московский государственный лингвистический университет, 
Москва, Российская Федерация 

Анализируется возможность использования лингвистических стеганографических триг-
геров в качестве средства лингвистической маркировки текста водяными знаками. Предлага-
емый подход основан на предыдущих экспериментальных исследованиях по теме восприя-
тия сочленений текста носителями русского языка. Было высказано предположение, что 
определенные минимальные текстовые модификации, рассматриваемые в статье, могут быть 
использованы в качестве средства нанесения водяных знаков на текст с целью обнаружения 
и отслеживания источника утечки информации в целях принятия правовых мер, обеспечения 
соблюдения договора о неразглашении информации и тестирования внутренних уязвимо-
стей. Анализируется возможность изменения точек соединения абзацев в русских текстах  
и, с помощью соответствующих триггер-контейнеров, использование этого изменения в ка-
честве лингвистических водяных знаков. 

Ключевые слова: абзац, источник утечки, соединение слов и абзацев, стеганография, 
триггер-контейнеры, текстовые водяные знаки. 
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